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Stable Dark Relics

Well motivated stable particles ubiquitous in literature 

Should expect some cosmic abundance  

DM examples: WIMPs, axions, MCPs 

Might not make up all of DM 

Could DM accumulate on earth? 
Yes for large DM-SM cross-section
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Large x-section: Model Variations
Heavy quark - SM quark hybrid hadrons with strong interactions  

Inspired by Gluinos  -   1801.01135 Luca et al,1811.08418 - Gross et al  

Milli-charged particles 

Recent interest due to EDGES anomaly 

Blobs with large long range force 

Strong coupling typically predicts subcomponent DM 

 1908.06986 Liu et al,  1905.06348 Emken et al

1807.03788 Grabowska et al
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A ceiling for large coupling
4
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FIG. 2. Robust and conservative bounds on the dark matter’s scattering cross section with nucleons. The di↵erent panels
correspond to spin-independent (top) and spin-dependent (bottom) couplings, and to the case of equal couplings to protons
and neutrons (left) and to couplings only to protons (right). Inside of each of the shaded regions, the expected rate due to
unscattered dark matter particles alone exceeds the rate at which the collaborations have reported limits. Including scattered
events could increase the upper boundaries of some of these regions, in particular in the case of heavy dark matter candidates.

tered dark matter particles is not changed in our treat-
ment. The change is only seen as a deficit in the overall
number of dark matter particles at the detector. Second,
the only dependence on m is from the ratio (µ A/µ p)

2

in Eq. (1). Thus isocontours of expected events in the
m �� p plane will have a strong dependence on m be-
tween mp and mA, while at higher masses there is only
a logarithmic dependence on m inherited from �low.

Following this approach, we plot in Fig. 2 conserva-
tive and robust constraints on the dark matter’s scat-
tering cross section with nucleons. This includes con-
straints from the XQC satellite experiment [15, 36, 37],

the RRS balloon experiment (which we assume flew at
50 km to match their reported column depth) [38], the
CRESST surface run (for which we assume only an at-
mospheric overburden) [33], the CDMS surface run (for
which we assume atmospheric and 10 meters of water
equivalent rock overburden) [39, 40], and the DAMIC
shallow site run (for which we assume atmospheric and
100 meters water equivalent rock overburden) [41]. Se-
lected properties of these experiments and their shielding
are listed in Table I. We also show in this figure a compi-
lation of constraints from deep underground sites, includ-
ing CRESST-III [44], CDMSlite [45], and modern xenon-

[Hooper, McDermott 1802.03025]

Surface/Deep UG

Ceiling for Surface
RRS - Balloon

XQC - Rocket

fDM=1 : Adequately covered by 
Rockets and Balloons 
What about subcomponent?

Ceiling: DM thermalizes in 
overburden
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Subcomponent
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Subcomponent
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Subcomponent
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Subcomponent
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Figure 11: Discovery reach (thick red dashed lines) for a silicon dark matter detector with single-
electron sensitivity on a balloon (satellite) assuming an exposure of 1 gram-hour (0.1 gram-month)
and 106 (109) background events, together with constraints on dark matter interacting with a mas-
sive, ultralight dark photon. Also shown are cooling constraints from supernovae 1987A (brown,
“SN”) [76], as well as Red-Giant and Horizontal-Branch stars (brown, “RG&HB”) [71]; constraints
from measurements of the number of relativistic degrees of freedom from the CMB (light green,
“CMB Ne↵”) and BBN (blue, “BBN Ne↵”) [73, 108], and from searches for milli-charged particles
at SLAC (purple, “SLAC”) [77], colliders (blue, “COLL”) [71, 112], and at LSND and MiniBooNE
(green, “neutrino experiments”) [78]; and the direct-detection constraints derived in this paper from
SENSEI, CDMS-HVeV, XENON10, XENON100, and DarkSide-50 (combined into one red-shaded
region, labelled “direct detection”), as well as from RRS (purple) and XQC (light orange) [54]. We
also show for comparison the “freeze-in” line along which DM obtains the correct relic density in
this model [4, 113]. The region at high cross sections is unconstrained from CMB measurements
if this DM particle only makes up a subdominant component (f� . 0.4%) of the total observed
DM abundance [70]; for comparison, we show the CMB constraint for a fractional abundance of
f� = 1% (blue line, “CMB (f� = 1%)”), in which case the entire region at high cross section is
disfavored [114]. For the Ne↵ constraints from the CMB and BBN, we assume that the dark gauge
coupling is sufficiently small to avoid the production of dark photons at early times; for large val-
ues of the dark gauge coupling, the bounds would be given by the thin blue and green lines (“BBN
Ne↵(⇤)” and “CMB Ne↵(⇤)”) [71].

– 24 –
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FIG. 2. Parameter space of the scenario described in Fig. 1 in the plane (mm, Q) where we fix mC = 10 MeV to maximize the heat capacity
of the CDM bath and the maximal ↵m↵C allowed by CMB bounds [14–18]. The dark blue contours give the mDM fraction fm required for a
given (mm, Q) point to fit the upper value of the 99% CL interval of the EDGES measurement in the setup of Fig. 1. For a fixed fm the entire
region above the dark blue contour can be probed by reducing ↵m↵C (see text for details). For comparison, the dark green contour shows the
standard mDM case where 0.4% of mDM alone provides the baryonic cooling. The light blue region for mm < 10 MeV is robustly excluded
by BBN contraints on Ne� [7, 8, 10, 19], the two dotted lines distinguish between the case in which mDM is a scalar or a Dirac fermion. The
gray shaded area is a collection of di�erent constraints taken from Refs. [37, 87], plus limits on millicharge particles from milliQ at SLAC [35],
searches for low ionizing particles in CMS at the LHC [88] and the new constraints from LSND and MiniBooNE derived in Ref. [40]. The
region on the left of the blue line is excluded by CMB constraints on Ne� only when mDM couples to a dark photon with coupling gD = 0.1.
The green region is excluded by present direct detection experiments as shown in Ref. [47]. The green dashed line indicates our extrapolation
of the results in Ref. [47] to higher masses (see discussion in the text). The red/black/magenta lines indicate the Fermilab/SLAC/CERN e�ort
to probe mDM. Solid/dashed/dotted lines give a rough sense of the short/medium/long time scale of the proposal. Solid red is the ArgoNeut
sensitivity derived in Ref. [43], dashed red is the sensitivity of the Fermini proposal at NuMI [42] (see Ref. [43] for a more conservative
reach based on ArgoNeut at NuMI), dotted red is the DUNE reach [40] while dotted black is the LDMX reach [41]. Dashed magenta is
the milliQan reach as [38] while dotted magenta is the SHiP sensitivity [40]. The dash-dotted/dotted green lines indicate the reach of a
SENSEI-like dark matter detector on a balloon/satellite with 0.1 gram-month exposure [47].

constitutes a fraction fm of the total DM energy density. The
mDM-baryon long-range interaction is controlled by the mDM
charge Q, which may or may not stem from the presence of a
new light mediator. The novelty in our setup is that the mDM
fraction also interacts with the remaining CDM component,
of mass mC, through a distinct long-range hidden interaction
controlled by the coupling gmgC. The same interaction also
induces a CDM self-interaction proportional to g

2

C. The two
long-range interactions of our setup imply the existence of one
or two new light mediators with masses below a keV, which
is the typical size of the exchange momentum in scattering
collisions during the cosmic dawn.

The long-range force between mDM and CDM opens up
the mDM parameter space at higher masses (up to mm .

200 GeV) and smaller dark matter fraction (down to fm &
10�8). This is because the cooling is now driven by the CDM
bath, with the mDM acting as a mediator between CDM and
the baryons. As we show in Sec. IV B, the CDM mass mC
must lie below a few GeV in order to have a large enough heat
capacity to cool the gas su�ciently.

The allowed parameter space of our framework is mostly de-
termined by ensuring that the mDM-baryon and mDM-CDM
couplings are consistent with CMB constraints, as discussed
in Sec. IV C. In Fig. 2, we show three contours on the mm – Q

plane where su�cient cooling of the baryonic bath is achieved
in our framework in order to explain the EDGES result for
fm = 10�4, 10�6 and 10�8. We have fixed mC = 10MeV
and gmgC; these two parameters can vary over a broad range

MCP parameter space

 1905.06348 Emken et al , 1908.06986 Liu et al 
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What happens to the shielded DM?
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Dark matter accumulation

With large x-sections, O(1) capture on earth 

Can lead to large enhancements  

Thermalized with Troom= 0.025 eV  

Does not show up in traditional DD  

But how much collects near the surface? 

2.2 After Thermalization

The transfer cross-section �T for thermalized dark matter with rock is calculated
in the Appendix. We find that a very good approximation for both attractive
and repulsive interactions,
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While all of the dark matter is captured in the atmosphere or close to the
rock surface, the random walk due to thermal motion, will cause DM to di↵use
deeper into rock. The estimate for distance traveled is given by
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This di↵usion covers almost the entire earth volume which should result in
uniform density. This uniform enhancement in density for hundred percent
capture is given by,

h⌘i = hni
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=
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E
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vvirTE ⇠ 2.2⇥ 1016 (3)

However, the presence of gravity as well as pressure and temperature gradients
results in rearrangement with a density profile that is mass dependent which
was evaluated in Ref. Farrar et al. for the resultant stable population. Also
important is the e↵ect of evaporation of light dark matter, when the thermal
velocity exceeded the escape velocity. The main conclusions of this work were
that, for relevant cross-sections, there was diminishing pile-up of dark matter
near the surface for mDM  1 GeV owing to significant evaporation, and for
mDM � 10 GeV owing to sinking to lower altitudes.

However this sinking is not immediate and terminal velocity determines the
net draining of heavier dark matter to lower altitudes. This terminal velocity
for DM heavier than mrock, is given by,
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Evaporation
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1805.08794:Neufeld, Farrar, McKee
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Equilibrated population 
gravity, temperature, density variations on earth 

– 13 –

Fig. 1.— Top: density (blue) and temperature (orange) within Earth’s interior. Middle:

partial pressure of HIDM particles for mDM/mp = 1 (red), 2 (green), 5 (blue) and 10 (ma-

genta). Bottom: volume density of HIDM particles for mDM/mp = 1 (red), 2 (green), 5

(blue) and 10 (magenta).

1 GeV

2 GeV

5 GeV

10 GeV

DM heavier than 10 GeV sinks 
DM lighter than 1 GeV evaporates  

1805.08794:Neufeld, Farrar, McKee
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Heavier population

Sinking not immediate: 

Diffusion 

Terminal velocity is set up   

Traffic Jam on the way 

2.2 After Thermalization

The transfer cross-section �T for thermalized dark matter with rock is calculated
in the Appendix. We find that a very good approximation for both attractive
and repulsive interactions,
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However, the presence of gravity as well as pressure and temperature gradients
results in rearrangement with a density profile that is mass dependent which
was evaluated in Ref. Farrar et al. for the resultant stable population. Also
important is the e↵ect of evaporation of light dark matter, when the thermal
velocity exceeded the escape velocity. The main conclusions of this work were
that, for relevant cross-sections, there was diminishing pile-up of dark matter
near the surface for mDM  1 GeV owing to significant evaporation, and for
mDM � 10 GeV owing to sinking to lower altitudes.

However this sinking is not immediate and terminal velocity determines the
net draining of heavier dark matter to lower altitudes. This terminal velocity
for DM heavier than mrock, is given by,
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LARGE COUPLINGS AHEAD

2.2 Density at surface

While the number density averaged over the earth volume is given in Eqn. 3,
the equilibrium density profile on earth depends on the mass of dark matter.
However, the presence of gravity as well as pressure and temperature gradients
results in rearrangement with a density profile that is mass dependent which
was evaluated in [1] for the resultant stable population. The main conclusions
of this work were that, for relevant cross-sections, the number density at the
surface njeans ⇡ hnQi at mQ  1GeV , while there was diminishing number
density of dark matter near the surface for mQ � 1 GeV owing to sinking to
lower altitudes.

However this sinking is not immediate. Di↵usion rates and terminal ve-
locities determine the net sinking of heavier dark matter to lower altitudes.
To estimate these rates we need the transfer cross-section in rock. The trans-
fer cross-section �T for thermalized dark matter with rock is calculated in the
Appendix. We find that a very good approximation for both attractive and
repulsive interactions,
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While all of the dark matter is captured in the atmosphere or close to the rock
surface, the random walk due to thermal motion, will cause DM to di↵use deeper
into rock. The time taken to di↵use to depth h is given by,
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And hence the e↵ective di↵usion velocity at height h is,
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However, in the presence of gravity there is an additional mechanism to sink
DM, through its terminal velocity.

This terminal velocity is given by,
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the enhancement due to this slower velocity is given by,
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Finally the number density for mQ � 1 in the mine is given by,

nmine = Max (njeans,Min (ndi↵ , nterm)) (14)

while for mQ < 1 it is simply given by njeans calculated in [1]
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Heavier population

regime where the column density is not enough to slow DM
particles down to the thermal velocity vth. As the downward
velocity approaches the thermal velocity, the slowdown is
enhanced leading to a jump to vth. Next, for cross sections
where vertical velocity drops below vth, the additional
column density leads to further slowing down, leading to a
linear regime: the DM density enhancement is linearly
proportional to the size of the elastic cross section. Finally,
once vterm is reached, there is no further slowdown and a
flat regime for the density enhancement is achieved.
Figure 2, right column, shows contours of equal ! in the

"N vs M# plane. ! increases as a function of "n till "n !
10"30 cm2 which corresponds to the saturated geometric
cross section in Eq. (13) and there is no further enhance-
ment. As mass of DM, M# is dialed up, the terminal
velocity increases linearly as in Eq. (14), and as a result !
decreases linearly. However for large enough mass, the
relevant column depth is not enough to thermalize and
hence there is an exponential decrease in ! as a function of
M# . Thus, we conclude that the value of the enhancement
factor is quite sensitive to particular details of the strongly
interacting DMmodel (mass, cross section), and can vary in
a large range.

B. Rate

For DM that interacts strongly with nuclei, the relevant
limit of Eq. (5) is that of small initial velocity v, and
$M#

! 0. Thus we get q2 ! q20 ! 2%#N!EN and

q2min"q2max# ! q20 " 2q0%v; "16#

where the second term is smaller than the first.
At this point, we would like to model a generic

strong-interaction cross section by exchange of a mesonlike
hadronic resonance; the differential cross section is
given by

d"
dq2

!
y2ny2#

8&"m2
h $ q2#2v2

Sf"q0#; "17#

where mh stands for the mass of a typical strongly
interacting mediator (', (, ", &, etc. mesons), and yn
and y# are the nucleon and DM Yukawa couplings. After
performing the q2 integral from q2min to q2max, we get

"v !
q0%y2qy2#

2&"m2
h $ q20#2

Sf"q0#: "18#

Finally, the counting rate is given by

R ! NT
'local#

M#

q0%y2qy2#
2&"m2

h $ q20#2
Sf"q0#: "19#

As often is the case for exothermic reactions, instead of
depending on the DM flux, the counting rate will be
uniquely sensitive to just the local DM density irrespective
of its velocity. Using a sensible estimate ofmh ! "QCD ! q0,
putting this in the previous formulas, and recognizing that
combination y2qy2#""2

QCD scales the same way as "n, we find
the following ansatz for the counting rate:

R ! NT
'local#

M#
min

!
"n

%
q0

; 4&R2
A

"
Sf"q0#: "20#

Unlike exothermic scattering of inelastic DM, the
scattering of strongly interacting DM on metastable nuclear
states does not involve an energy barrier. We simply need a
detectable signal from such deexcitation. Isomeric form of
tantalum is adequate for this purpose, and we focus on it
since it is a naturally occurring isomer enabling large
exposure. DM that is accumulating in the underground
laboratory can scatter off 180mTa to produce either the lower
excited state or ground state of tantalum. Both of these are
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FIG. 2. (Left panel) Density enhancement !, 300 m below the surface, for three different DM masses,M# ! 100 GeV, M# ! 1 TeV,
andM# ! 10 TeV as a function of reference nucleon cross section "n. (Right panel) Contours of constant density enhancement ! in the
"n vs M# plane.
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Dark Matter very slow: E~ 0.025 eV 

Large number densities 

Detector with low/no threshold at the expense of exposure? 

After-all, large number densities and cross-sections 

How to detect?
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Detection Strategies

Nuclear Isomers Electrostatic accelerators Neutron Bottle 

Strongly interacting 
DM

Millicharge DM Composite DM
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Nuclear Isomers
Contact Interactions and Inelastic DM
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Hybrid Hadrons
Dark matter model with bound state 

of exotic colored state: QQ if Q ∼ 8, 

and QQQ if Q ∼ 3), EB ∼ (α3)2MQ. 

A small subpopulation forms hybrid 

hadrons with SM quarks: strongly 

interacting. 

Stable sexaquark dark matter ~ 2 GeV
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Figure 4: Thermal relic abundances of the DM QQ hadron (upper) and of hybrid Qg hadrons
(lower band, as obtained varying ↵e↵ and �QCD⇤2

QCD between 1 and 4⇡). Left: mass densities.
The desired DM abundance is reproduced for MQ ⇠ 12.5TeV. The sub-dominant abundance of
hybrid Qg hadrons and the relative experimental upper bounds are subject to large and undefined
nuclear, cosmological and geological uncertainties, see section 4. Right: number densities
Y = n/s of QQ DM states and of Q hybrids. We also show the abundance of QQ bound states
before confinement (dashed curve).

QCD scatterings. Given that the relative abundance of Q is YQ ⇠ 10�14, two Qg will meet,
forming either deep QQ hadrons (which remain as DM) or QQ̄ hadrons (which annihilate
into SM particles). The abundance of Q-only hadrons gets dramatically suppressed, until they
decouple.

While most DM particles form in this phase, a precise description is not needed to compute
the final abundances, which are dominantly determined by what happens during the final
redecoupling, where the dominant SM degrees of freedom are semi-relativistic pions, while
the baryon abundance is negligible, in view of the Boltzmann factor e

�mp/T and of the small
asymmetry.

3.4 Q redecoupling at T <
⇠⇤QCD

We need a precise description of the final redecoupling which occurs at temperatures of tens of
MeV. One might think that the simplified Boltzmann equations for the density of free Q and of
QQ bound states, eq. (14), can be replaced with corresponding equations for the total density
of BQ bound states (Qg and Qqq̄

0) and for the total density of BQQ bound states.
A slightly di↵erent strategy is needed. Indeed, the simplification that allowed to reduce the
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Strongly Interacting sub-component
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Thought Experiment
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Hard to shed high L into single photon: Metastable

DM with orbital L can cause transition

DM can leave with some of the Ef-Es energy
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Isomers
Same Z and A different binding energies/nuclear spins. 

Spin difference of ΔJ , lifetime ~ (k.RN)ΔJ and k.RN << 1 

Typical nuclear transitions: few ps 

Isomers can have very large timescales 

Store energy in the higher excited state and long-lived 

The army has been interested in metastable isomers as an 
“energy storage device”
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Scattering probes at larger momentum, can break the angular 

momentum barrier 

DM scattering induces transition steals energy in the process…  

An Exothermic Dark Matter Detector

3

As already being alluded to in the Introduction, the
transition matrix elements are suppressed by powers of
(q.R)L, where q is the outgoing photon momentum and
R is the size of the nucleus. While a typical gamma
decay with L  2 happens within a picosecond time
scale, suppression for large L can increase the lifetime
to much larger timescales. The minimum L is given by
|Jf � Ji| (or sometimes by |Jf � Ji| + 1, depending on
electric/magnetic type of transition and matching of par-
ities). This suppression is shown via the form factor (de-
fined formally later) in Fig. 1 for di↵erent �J . As seen in
Table I lifetimes of metastable isomers can be O(min) or
even O(year). The nucleus most stable against radioac-
tive decay is an isomeric state of 180Ta that has not been
observed to decay and only a lower limit of ⌧ > 1016 year
is known.
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Decay (Small q)
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FIG. 1. Form Factors for di↵erent �J . For small q.R relevant
to � decay, there is severe suppression for large �J . If the
typical momentum required for scattering is much larger, the
form-factor suppression is ameliorated.

While metastable nuclei are resistant to gamma decay
due to multipole suppression, scattering does not suf-
fer from the same suppression in the large momentum
(qR ⇠ 1 =) q ' 100 MeV) exchange regime. In
this regime, the multipole expansion of the outgoing DM
wave receives contributions from many angular momen-
tum modes, enabling the de-excitation transition. This
can be seen quantitatively in Fig. 1 where the form-factor
for di↵erent �J are no longer suppressed for larger mo-
mentum exchange. Many standard model projectiles [9–
11] have in fact been employed to induce down-scattering
of isomers, and extract the excess energy in the pro-
cess. We are going to show that there are classes of
DM particles that indeed lift this momentum suppres-
sion, and their direct detection scenarios would greatly
benefit from the scattering o↵ metastable isomers. We
now list nuclear isomer candidates and their properties.

A. 180mTa

180mTa (J = 9�) has never been observed to decay
while the corresponding ground state (J = 1+) decays
with an 8 hour lifetime. This is because of the highly
suppressed E7 transition to the only other excited state
(J = 2+). Thus, there is a significant abundance of this
isomer in nature - it occurs with a yield of 0.011% in nat-
urally occurring tantalum. Further refinement has been
carried out for making highly enriched tablets for decay
studies. The e↵ects of DM can be observed in 180mTa
either by monitoring a radio-pure sample wherein the
down-scattering event triggers the decay of the ground
state within 8 hours. Alternatively, large quantities of
tantalum can be placed near a conventional DM detec-
tor, wherein the DM kicked or excited in this process can
either re-scatter or decay within that detector.

Null results from 180mTa decay experiments [12] could
in principle be already used to set limits on DM scatter-
ing. However in the above work, only � and ✏ decay were
considered. From private communications with B. Lehn-
ert, the limit on half-life for the isomeric decays can be
obtained with ⌧ > 1014 years. In an accompanying pa-
per [13] we convert this into current limits on strongly
interacting DM. The SM 180mTa lifetime is estimated
to be ⌧ ⇠ 1017 years[14]. If a faster lifetime is experi-
mentally observed, its connection to strongly interacting
DM can be established by looking at the depth depen-
dence of the lifetime. If the predicted standard model
lifetime is experimentally observed, the experiment is no
longer background free. However, progress can still be
made by searching for the re-scattering of the DM in a
well-shielded conventional DM detector. In spirit, this is
similar to a light shining through walls experiment. We
consider a gram-year exposure with O(1) e�ciency for
subsequent detection of DM for such a setup.

B. 177mLu

177mLu is 970 keV above the ground state and has a
half-life of 160 days. It is a 0.1% contaminant in 177Lu
(with half-life ⇠ 6 days) which is used in cancer treat-
ment. The thermal neutron absorption cross-section on
176Lu to produce 177Lu and 177mLu are 2090 barn and
2.8 barn, hence the 0.1% contamination. The long life of
the isomer leads to medical waste containing most of the
177mLu intact, and it is typically shipped to nuclear waste
facilities after usage. We assume 1 mg 177mLu can be pro-
cured either from this medical waste or from dedicated
production. Since the source is hot, only secondary de-
tection of excited DM (either through decay or re-scatter)
will be considered.

Bessel function estimate,  

similar to: 

Weisskopf estimates for decay

Decay vs Scattering
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Isomer �Emax
N levels Half-life Source Amount Signal Hindrance (F�)

180mTa 77 keV 2 > 1016 y Natural 0.3 gram year Ground State Decay / Secondary 0.16[14]
137mBa 661 keV 2 2.55 min Nuclear Waste 0.5 gram year Secondary 1
177mLu 970 keV 27 160 d Medical Waste 1 mg year Secondary 0.17a
178mHf 2.4 MeV 110 31 y Old experiments 1 µg year � end-point / Secondary 0.29a

a
Hindrance factors for Lu and Hf derived from the observed half-lifes.

TABLE I. Isomers considered in this work are tabulated. The energy of the metastable state, the number of levels between the
isomeric state and the ground state and the half-lifes of the isomeric state are given. Also tabulated are the typical exposure
for each isomer used in projections. Possible trigger signals for isomer scattering are listed. Finally the hindrance factor used
to calculate transitions/scattering cross-sections as used in Eqn.(12) are given.

✏H would reflect the overlaps of the wave functions in-
side the transitional matrix element beyond the angular
momentum factor taken into account by j

2
L
(qR).

Due to angular momentum conservation, the sum over
L only needs to be taken in the range |Ji � Jf |  L 

Ji + Jf keeping only the appropriate parity terms. Hin-
drance factors arise due to the so-calledK-quantum num-
ber selection rules in deformed nuclei. The K-quantum
number captures the misalignment of the rotation and
symmetry axes and if the multipolarity of the transition
L is smaller than than �K, this leads to a suppression
factor

✏H(L,�K) =
T�(naive)

T�

= F
�K�L

�
if L < �K (11)

Here, T� is the measured (predicted in the case of tanta-
lum) lifetime and T�(naive) is the lifetime predicted from
naive Weisskopf estimates.

For barium decays the naive Weisskopf estimate cap-
tures the observed decay rate extremely well. There are
two states the metastable isomer can scatter to[17]. For
hafnium and lutetium, we estimate F� from the observed
decay rate and tabulated in Table. I. They also have a
plethora of states to scatter to, with di↵erentK-quantum
numbers. The full list of energy levels and their J and K-
quantum numbers can be obtained from [17] and are tab-
ulated in Appendix. A. We use the same F� for di↵erent
�K transitions. At high momentum exchange as is rele-
vant to scattering, then, scattering can proceed through
L � �K avoiding the suppression in Eqn.(11). As a re-
sult the total scattering rate is only weakly dependent on
the hindrance factor.

Since tantalum has never been observed to decay, the
above procedure does not apply. In [14], extra penalty
factors independent of �K are prescribed,

✏
Ta
H
(Ji, L,�K) = M0(EL)2(F�K�L

�
)2 (12)

where M0(EL) = 0.35 and F� = 0.16.
For tantalum, this procedure is only an order of mag-

nitude estimate at best: after all, an E7 transition has
never been observed in nature to enable robust extrap-
olation. We use this for our estimates to both states
below the metastable isomer. Coulomb scattering with
a scheme similar to [16] could be very interesting in its

own right to estimate this form factor more accurately
and also to get a better understanding of DM interaction
rate.

V. STRONGLY INTERACTING DM

For DM that interacts strongly with nuclei, limits from
traditional experiments in underground laboratories are
not relevant. This is because the DM slows down con-
siderably and does not possess enough kinetic energy to
scatter o↵ the target nuclei. This parameter space is con-
strained by surface runs of some experiments and balloon
based cosmic ray detectors. While this parameter space
is constrained if all of the DM is strongly interacting, due
to the small exposure of these experiments, there are no
constraints on strongly interacting DM if it only makes
up a somewhat smaller sub-component of the DM. More-
over, models with exotic heavy QCD-charged remnants
that form heavy compact bound states and comprise the
bulk of DM, also predict small concentrations of particles
that have strong interactions with nucleons [2].

The phenomenology of this kind of DM is as follows:
the DM undergoes a series of scatterings with nuclei, that
slows down from the initial v ⇠ O(10�3)c velocity, lead-
ing to eventual thermalization. Upon thermalization, the
DM acquires a thermal randomly oriented velocity. In
the earth’s gravity and if there is no DM binding to nu-
clei, the DM particles slowly drift downward. Since the
downward drift velocity of the DM is much smaller than
the ambient virial velocity in the galaxy, there is a pile
up (or “tra�c jam”) of the DM as it moves through the
ground, leading to a very significant local density en-
hancement compared to DM density beyond Earth’s at-
mosphere. Thus, in an underground experiment, there is
an enhanced density of slow DM, inaccessible to all DD
experiments looking for elastic scattering. Since this DM
is heavy, it can scatter o↵ the nuclear isomers discussed
above, producing measurable signals either directly in
the process of nuclear de-excitation, or in the subsequent
elastic collision - now with much larger energy. In the fol-
lowing, we compute these e↵ects and estimate the reach
for an isomer-based concept experiment.
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two states the metastable isomer can scatter to[17]. For
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sult the total scattering rate is only weakly dependent on
the hindrance factor.

Since tantalum has never been observed to decay, the
above procedure does not apply. In [14], extra penalty
factors independent of �K are prescribed,
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For tantalum, this procedure is only an order of mag-

nitude estimate at best: after all, an E7 transition has
never been observed in nature to enable robust extrap-
olation. We use this for our estimates to both states
below the metastable isomer. Coulomb scattering with
a scheme similar to [16] could be very interesting in its

own right to estimate this form factor more accurately
and also to get a better understanding of DM interaction
rate.

V. STRONGLY INTERACTING DM

For DM that interacts strongly with nuclei, limits from
traditional experiments in underground laboratories are
not relevant. This is because the DM slows down con-
siderably and does not possess enough kinetic energy to
scatter o↵ the target nuclei. This parameter space is con-
strained by surface runs of some experiments and balloon
based cosmic ray detectors. While this parameter space
is constrained if all of the DM is strongly interacting, due
to the small exposure of these experiments, there are no
constraints on strongly interacting DM if it only makes
up a somewhat smaller sub-component of the DM. More-
over, models with exotic heavy QCD-charged remnants
that form heavy compact bound states and comprise the
bulk of DM, also predict small concentrations of particles
that have strong interactions with nucleons [2].

The phenomenology of this kind of DM is as follows:
the DM undergoes a series of scatterings with nuclei, that
slows down from the initial v ⇠ O(10�3)c velocity, lead-
ing to eventual thermalization. Upon thermalization, the
DM acquires a thermal randomly oriented velocity. In
the earth’s gravity and if there is no DM binding to nu-
clei, the DM particles slowly drift downward. Since the
downward drift velocity of the DM is much smaller than
the ambient virial velocity in the galaxy, there is a pile
up (or “tra�c jam”) of the DM as it moves through the
ground, leading to a very significant local density en-
hancement compared to DM density beyond Earth’s at-
mosphere. Thus, in an underground experiment, there is
an enhanced density of slow DM, inaccessible to all DD
experiments looking for elastic scattering. Since this DM
is heavy, it can scatter o↵ the nuclear isomers discussed
above, producing measurable signals either directly in
the process of nuclear de-excitation, or in the subsequent
elastic collision - now with much larger energy. In the fol-
lowing, we compute these e↵ects and estimate the reach
for an isomer-based concept experiment.

0.01% of all Tantalum mined is 180mTa
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Isomeric Tantalum
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FIG. 1. Decay scheme of 180Ta with data from [4].

radionuclide metrology laboratory. The detectors are used in a
wide range of applications stretching from characterization of
reference materials and environmental radioactivity studies to
measurements of decay data. The shape of the Ta sample makes
it highly suitable for measurement in the so-called Sandwich
detector system [16]. It consists of two coaxial HPGe detectors,
Ge-6 and Ge-7. Detector Ge-6 has a normal U-style arm, while
detector Ge-7 has an arm that is rotated 180 deg so that its
endcap is facing down. A picture of the arrangement is shown
in Fig. 3. Detector Ge-7 was moved downwards so that the
distance between the two detector-endcaps was only 1.3 cm
for these measurements. Detector Ge-6 has a relative efficiency
of 80 % and has a thick (0.5 mm) upper deadlayer, while Ge-7
has a relative efficiency of 90 % and a thin (0.3 µm) upper
deadlayer.

An active muon shield made of two plastic scintillator (PS)
is installed on the top of the lead shield. The coincidence signal
from the two PS is used as a hardware gating signal. This
signal and the signals of the two HPGe detectors are sent to
standard NIM modules (amplifiers and ADCs) connected to a
multiparameter system called DAQ2000 [14]. The DAQ2000
is based on LabView© and designed and manufactured by

FIG. 2. Picture of the tantalum sample.

JRC-Geel. The events are time-stamped with 100 ns binning.
All the events are stored in list-mode and the anticoincidence
is set by software during the offline analysis. In parallel, the
HPGe data are also collected using the Canberra “Genie-2000”
acquisition system without muon veto coincidence.

The full energy peak (FEP) efficiencies were calculated
using the Monte Carlo code EGSnrc [15]. The two HPGe
detectors have been modeled by using physical dimensions
provided by manufacturers and extracted from radiographs.
The values of the position and the dead layer of the crystal were
adjusted until a good agreement (better than 5 %) between the
measured and calculated efficiencies was obtained. The Monte
Carlo model of the two detectors was also validated through
the several participations in proficiency testing schemes. The
two decay branches of 180mTa were simulated separately using
the nuclear data from [4]. All ! rays and x rays of the
decay scheme were considered so that the calculated FEP
efficiencies intrinsically included the coincidence summing
effect. Angular correlations were neglected and the simulations
assumed that the activity was homogeneously distributed in the
sample.

IV. ANALYSIS

The analysis is performed as a spectral fit for the "! and
EC decay mode independently. The fit is performed with

TABLE I. Previous results on 180mTa half-lives. The various detection techniques are indicated with a simplified description. For
measurements [10] and [11] an enriched tantalum sample was used.

Reference Year Technique Lower half-life limit

EC "! total

Eberhardt et al. [5] 1955 Mass Spec. — 9.9 " 1011 yr —
Eberhardt and Signer [6] 1958 Mass Spec. 4.6 " 109 yr — 4.5 " 109 yr
Bauminger and Cohen [7] 1958 ! -spec. NaI 2.3 " 1013 yr 1.7 " 1013 yr 9.7 " 1012 yr
Sakamoto [8] 1967 ! -spec. NaI 1.5 " 1013 yra — —
Ardisson [9] 1977 ! -spec. Ge(Li) 2.1 " 1013 yr — —
Norman [10] 1981 ! -spec. Ge(Li) enr. Ta 5.6 " 1013 yr 5.6 " 1013 yr 2.8 " 1013 yr
Cumming and Alburger [11] 1985 ! -spec. HPGe enr. Ta 3.0 " 1015 yr 1.9 " 1015 yr 1.2 " 1015 yr
Hult et al. [12] 2006 ! -spec. HPGe 1.7 " 1016 yr 1.2 " 1016 yr 7.2 " 1015 yr
Hult et al. [13] 2009 ! -spec. Sandwich HPGe 4.45 " 1016 yr 3.65 " 1016 yr 2.0 " 1016 yr

aIndication for a positive signal was given.
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180m
Ta is the rarest naturally occurring quasi-stable isotope and the longest lived metastable state which is

known. Its possible decay via the ��
or the electron capture channel has never been observed. This article

presents a search for the decay of
180m

Ta with an ultra low background Sandwich HPGe gamma spectrometry

setup in the HADES underground laboratory. No signal is observed and improved lower partial half-life limits

are set with a Bayesian analysis to 5.8 · 1016 yr for the ��
channel and 2.0 · 1017 yr for the electron capture

channel (90% credibility). The total half-life of
180m

Ta is longer than 4.5 · 1016 yr. This is more than a factor

of two improvement compared to previous searches.

PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here

Keywords: Suggested keywords

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of very long living nuclides is by itself a very

interesting topic. Considering beta decays, this implies

highly forbidden transitions. Examples are
113

Cd,
115

In

and
50
V which are 4-fold forbidden non-unique decays.

Even higher forbidden beta decays should exist for

example in
48
Ca and

96
Zr which can compete with

double beta decay.

A very special candidate is
180

Ta. From all 300 stable

nuclei only 9 are odd-odd nuclei and
180

Ta is the heaviest

one. Furthermore, it is the rarest quasi-stable isotope

of the rare earth elements with an abundance of only

0.01201(8)%
1
and its production in the stellar nucleosyn-

thesis has been debated for decades. The reason for this

is that it is bypassed by the main production processes

like r- and s-process (see for example
2,3

). Another

unique feature of
180

Ta is it being the only quasi-stable

isomer as the ground state decays with a half-life of

8.1 hrs. The
180m

Ta is stabilized by its high spin of 9
�

due to the spin alignment ⇡9/2[514] + ⌫9/2[624] while
the ground state is anti-aligned ⇡7/2[404] + ⌫9/2[624]
resulting in a spin of 1

+
. Due to the high spin di↵er-

ence, a depopulation of the
180m

Ta can only occur by

photo-excitation into excited states which have a decay

branch into the ground state.

The decay scheme of
180m

Ta is shown in Fig. 1. It

branches with beta decay to
180

W and with electron

capture (EC) to
180

Hf. The lowest spin di↵erence is to

the excited 6
+
states which cascade down to the ground

states. The transitions would be classified as 3-fold

a)Electronic mail: blehnert@physics.carleton.ca
b)Electronic mail: mikael.hult@ec.europa.eu
c)Electronic mail: guillaume.lutter@ec.europa.eu
d)Electronic mail: zuber@physik.tu-dresden.de

FIG. 1. Decay scheme of
180

Ta with data from
4
.

forbidden non-unique like
87
Rb beta decay.

Several past measurements have been performed to

search for the decay of
180m

Ta which are summarized in

Tab. I. The best current half-life limits are 4.45 · 1016 yr
for the EC branch, 3.65 · 1016 yr for the ��

branch and

2.0 · 1016 yr for the total half-life
13
.

The present study is in principle an extension of the

previous measurement
13

using the same sample and de-

tectors but incorporates in addition the following fea-

tures:

• 176 more days of measurement time.

• Reduced intrinsic background due to further decay

of cosmogenic radionuclides in the sample, detec-

tors and shield.

• Improved statistical analysis based on spectral fits
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FIG. 1. Decay scheme of 180Ta with data from [4].

radionuclide metrology laboratory. The detectors are used in a
wide range of applications stretching from characterization of
reference materials and environmental radioactivity studies to
measurements of decay data. The shape of the Ta sample makes
it highly suitable for measurement in the so-called Sandwich
detector system [16]. It consists of two coaxial HPGe detectors,
Ge-6 and Ge-7. Detector Ge-6 has a normal U-style arm, while
detector Ge-7 has an arm that is rotated 180 deg so that its
endcap is facing down. A picture of the arrangement is shown
in Fig. 3. Detector Ge-7 was moved downwards so that the
distance between the two detector-endcaps was only 1.3 cm
for these measurements. Detector Ge-6 has a relative efficiency
of 80 % and has a thick (0.5 mm) upper deadlayer, while Ge-7
has a relative efficiency of 90 % and a thin (0.3 µm) upper
deadlayer.

An active muon shield made of two plastic scintillator (PS)
is installed on the top of the lead shield. The coincidence signal
from the two PS is used as a hardware gating signal. This
signal and the signals of the two HPGe detectors are sent to
standard NIM modules (amplifiers and ADCs) connected to a
multiparameter system called DAQ2000 [14]. The DAQ2000
is based on LabView© and designed and manufactured by

FIG. 2. Picture of the tantalum sample.

JRC-Geel. The events are time-stamped with 100 ns binning.
All the events are stored in list-mode and the anticoincidence
is set by software during the offline analysis. In parallel, the
HPGe data are also collected using the Canberra “Genie-2000”
acquisition system without muon veto coincidence.

The full energy peak (FEP) efficiencies were calculated
using the Monte Carlo code EGSnrc [15]. The two HPGe
detectors have been modeled by using physical dimensions
provided by manufacturers and extracted from radiographs.
The values of the position and the dead layer of the crystal were
adjusted until a good agreement (better than 5 %) between the
measured and calculated efficiencies was obtained. The Monte
Carlo model of the two detectors was also validated through
the several participations in proficiency testing schemes. The
two decay branches of 180mTa were simulated separately using
the nuclear data from [4]. All ! rays and x rays of the
decay scheme were considered so that the calculated FEP
efficiencies intrinsically included the coincidence summing
effect. Angular correlations were neglected and the simulations
assumed that the activity was homogeneously distributed in the
sample.

IV. ANALYSIS

The analysis is performed as a spectral fit for the "! and
EC decay mode independently. The fit is performed with

TABLE I. Previous results on 180mTa half-lives. The various detection techniques are indicated with a simplified description. For
measurements [10] and [11] an enriched tantalum sample was used.

Reference Year Technique Lower half-life limit

EC "! total

Eberhardt et al. [5] 1955 Mass Spec. — 9.9 " 1011 yr —
Eberhardt and Signer [6] 1958 Mass Spec. 4.6 " 109 yr — 4.5 " 109 yr
Bauminger and Cohen [7] 1958 ! -spec. NaI 2.3 " 1013 yr 1.7 " 1013 yr 9.7 " 1012 yr
Sakamoto [8] 1967 ! -spec. NaI 1.5 " 1013 yra — —
Ardisson [9] 1977 ! -spec. Ge(Li) 2.1 " 1013 yr — —
Norman [10] 1981 ! -spec. Ge(Li) enr. Ta 5.6 " 1013 yr 5.6 " 1013 yr 2.8 " 1013 yr
Cumming and Alburger [11] 1985 ! -spec. HPGe enr. Ta 3.0 " 1015 yr 1.9 " 1015 yr 1.2 " 1015 yr
Hult et al. [12] 2006 ! -spec. HPGe 1.7 " 1016 yr 1.2 " 1016 yr 7.2 " 1015 yr
Hult et al. [13] 2009 ! -spec. Sandwich HPGe 4.45 " 1016 yr 3.65 " 1016 yr 2.0 " 1016 yr

aIndication for a positive signal was given.
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93.3 keV line has background 
contamination 
103.5 keV used to set limits 3

hence no signal is observed. The limit setting is based
on the marginalized posterior distribution of the inverse
half-life of which the 0.9 quantile is interpreted as the
90% credibility interval at

T 1
2
> 1.3 · 1014 yr (90% C.I.) . (1)

Compared to the half-life limits for the 180mTa decay
obtained in [? ], this half-life limit is more than 2 orders
of magnitude weaker due to the lower emission proba-
bility of the signal �-ray as well as the lower detection
e�ciency of that �-ray in the detection system.

III. RESULTS FOR DARK MATTER

In this section, we interpret limits on the partial half-
life in the isomeric channel as limits on DM scatter-
ing. The relevant process is DM scattering 180mTa
(j = 9�, E = 77.2 keV) to either the lower excited state
(j = 2+, E = 39.5 keV) or ground state (j = 1+, E =
0 keV).

Given T1/2, the partial half-life, a limit can be set
on cross-section for DM � to scatter o↵ 180mTa,��Ta

through,

��Ta  M�

T 1
2
⇢�v�

(2)

��Ta, will generically depend on the momentum de-
pendent transition matrix elements between the isomer
and the lower state,

Sf (q) = |hJf |
X

i

exp(iqri)|Jii|2 (3)

In [], this was estimated to be,

Sf (q) '
X

|Jf�Ji|LJi+Jf

j2
L
(qR)✏H , (4)

Since the isomeric state hasnt been observed to decay,
only theoretical estimates on ✏H exist [2]. We use this
for limit setting purposes. However in Section. IVA
we propose an experimental setup to directly prove this
matrix element at high momentum. ��Ta also depends on
the model specific parameters and this will be considered
next.

A. DM that interacts strongly with nuclei

As described in Section. I, DM that interacts strongly
with nuclei is poorly constrained due it its slow down
in the atmosphere. We model this as a generic strong-
interaction cross-section through the exchange of meson-
like hadron resonances, and its reference nucleon cross-
section is taken to be �n. The slow down can lead to

thermalization with the atmosphere, and the presence of
the gravitational potential eventually leads to a terminal
velocity for � towards the center of the earth. The lo-
cal downward velocity determines the local dark matter
density through flux conservation,

⇢lab =
vvir
vterm

⇢ss (5)

where ⇢lab is the DM density at a location of an under-
ground lab, ⇢ss is the solar system DM density, and vvir
is the local virial velocity of DM. The density enhance-
ment ⌘ = ⇢lab

⇢ss
was evaluated in [3] as a function of �n

and M� for the hades observatory (300 meter below the
earth surface). ⌘ can reach as large as 108 for M� ⇠ 100
GeV and �n > 10�30 cm2.
Following [3] the total cross-section for � to scatter o↵

180mTa is given by,

�v =
q0µy2qy

2
�

2⇡(m2
h
+ q20)

2
Sf (q0). (6)

where mh stands for the mass of a typical strongly-
interacting mediator (⇢, !, �, ⇡ etc mesons). The quan-
tity Sf (q0) is the nuclear form factor that captures the
inelastic matrix element for the down-scatter of the iso-
meric state to one of the lower states. Since it is an
exothermic reaction, the counting rate depends on the
local DM density and not the flux. Using a sensible es-
timate of mh ⇠ ⇤QCD ⇠ q0, we can recognize that the
combination y2

q
y2
�
⇤�2
QCD scales the same way as �n. Fi-

nally, capping the cross-section at the relevant geometric
cross-section, [3] find,

��Ta = Min(�n

µ

q0
, 4⇡R2

A
)Sf (q0). (7)

We can use this along with ⌘ calculated in [3] and the
relation in Eqn.2 and the limit T 1

2
= 1.3 · 1014 yr to

now set limits on �n. This limit will depend on fDM,
the fraction of solar system DM in � particles. Limit
contours are plotted in the �n vs M� plane in Fig.
3 for di↵erent fDM. We also show limits from exist-
ing experiments. More explanation needed. While the
fDM = 1 is already adequately exhausted by existing ex-
periments, unexplored parameter space opens up even
for fDM = 0.01. Some of this space (around 10 TeV) is
ruled out through our current work. Stringent limits are
also set for fDM = 10�4 and 10�6. As fDM gets more di-
lute, there is a drastic reduction in parameter space ruled
out by existing DD experiments. However, 180mTa has a
much slower drop-o↵ owing to its unique ability to look
for the DM tra�c jam. Also shown are projections for
a hypothetical experiment that has exposures equivalent
to setting T 1

2
= 1021 year. Even for fDM = 10�6, the

entire space between 20 GeV and 10 TeV can be ruled
out with such an experiment.

Results

3

TABLE I: Overview of the datasets used in the analysis.
Columns from left to right denote measurement name,

the used HPGe setup, the measurement time, the
resolution in FWHM at 103.5 keV and the detection

e�ciency for the 103.5 keV �-ray.

dataset setup time FWHM ✏det

M1 singe det. 170 d 0.62 keV 0.144%

M2 2-det sandwich 68 d 0.70 keV 0.239%

M3 Ge6 1-det in sandwich 176 d 0.70 keV 0.056%

M3 Ge7 1-det in sandwich 176 d 0.58 keV 0.174%

ratory with 225 m overburden located at the premise of
the Belgium nuclear center SCK·CEN in Mol, Belgium.
Measurement M1 was performed on a single HPGe de-
tector whereas measurement M2 and M3 were performed
in a 2-detector sandwich setup. In M2, the data of both
detectors were combined into one dataset whereas in M3,
they were split into two detectors in order to maximize
the advantages of both detector types. Ge6 has a 1.0 mm
thick copper window and a 0.7 mm thick deadlayer at the
top of the Ge-crystal whereas Ge7 has a 1.5 mm thick
aluminium-window and a 0.3 µm deadlayer at the top.
The latter is more suitable for the detection of low en-
ergy �-rays as can be seen in their detection e�ciency
of the 103.5 keV �-ray in Tab. I. The slight decrease of
detection e�ciency from M2 to M3 is due to the growth
of the Ge6 dead layer over time.

The full energy detection e�ciencies were determined
with the Monte Carlo code EGSnrc [21] which has been
validated through measurements of reference sources and
checked by participation of proficiency tests. The uncer-
tainty is estimated as 10%. The energy resolutions were
routinely determined with a set of calibration sources
(241Am, 137Cs, 60Co) and have an estimated uncertainty
of 5%.

The analysis is a peak search using a Bayesian fit of
the Gaussian signal peak on top of a linear background
as described in [11]. The fit uses the Bayesian Analysis
Toolkit (BAT) [22] and includes the inverse half-life as
the parameter of interest as well as two parameters to
model the background, one parameter for the e�ciency,
one parameter for the resolution and one parameter for
the signal peak position. Three background �-lines from
228Ac at 99.51 keV (1.26%) as well as the two �-lines from
234Th mentioned above are included in the fit region of
[87,110] keV and are constrained by two free parame-
ters each, describing their strength and peak position.
Parameters with known values such as peak positions,
the resolution and the detection e�ciency have Gaussian
priors assigned with the width set to their known uncer-
tainty. This naturally includes systematic uncertainties
in the fit. The total e�ciency is composed of the emis-
sion e�ciency of the 103.5 keV �-ray for the 180Ta ground
state decay of 0.87± 0.24% as well as the detection e�-
ciency quoted in Tab. I with 10% uncertainty. The emis-

sion probability dominates to a total uncertainty of 30%
for the e�ciency parameter. Based on the input param-
eters, the fit finds zero inverse half-life as the best fit
value and hence no signal is observed. The limit setting
is based on the marginalized posterior distribution of the
inverse half-life of which the 0.9 quantile is used as the
90% credibility interval (C.I.) at

T 1
2
> 1.3⇥ 1014 a (90% C.I.) . (2)

Compared to the partial half-life limits for the � and
EC decay modes of 180Tam obtained in [11], this half-
life limit on the 180Tam �-decay is more than 2 orders of
magnitude weaker due to the lower emission probability
and detection e�ciency of the signal �-ray.

III. RESULTS FOR DARK MATTER

We interpret the partial half-life limits obtained above
as limits on DM scattering. The relevant process is DM
scattering 180Tam (j = 9�, E = 77.2 keV) to either the
lower excited state (j = 2+, E = 39.5 keV) i.e. decay
mode (3a), or ground state (j = 1+, E = 0 keV) i.e.
decay mode (3b).
Given T1/2, a limit can be set on cross-section for DM

� with mass M�, to scatter o↵ 180Tam, ��Ta through,

h��Tav�i 
M� log(2)

T 1
2
⇢lab

(3)

Here ⇢lab is the local DM density in the lab. Limits on
��Ta thus obtained can then be used to set limits on
model dependent per-nucleon cross-sections as described
next.

A. DM that interacts strongly with nuclei

DM that interacts strongly with nuclei is poorly con-
strained due to it its slow down in the atmosphere. The
slow down can lead to thermalization with the atmo-
sphere or rock over-burden, and the presence of the grav-
itational potential eventually leads to a terminal velocity
vterm towards the center of the earth. The local down-
ward velocity determines the local DM density through
flux conservation, ⇢lab = vvir

vterm
⇢ss, where ⇢lab is the DM

density at a location of an underground lab, ⇢ss is the so-
lar system DM density, and vvir is the local virial velocity
of DM. The density enhancement ⌘ = ⇢lab

⇢ss
was evaluated

in [10] as a function of �n and M� for the HADES lab
with 225 meter overburden. ⌘ can reach as large as 108

for M� ⇠ 100 GeV and �n > 10�30 cm2.
For DM lighter than the abundant nuclei on earth,

there is an additional trapped thermalized population
which was estimated in [23]. We use this in addition to
the density estimated in [10] for limit setting purposes.
We provide ⌘ as a function of �n and relevant M� in the
Supplemental Materials.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL599

1. Limits on strongly interacting dark matter fraction600

While fDM = 1 is already adequately exhausted by existing experiments in Fig. 4, especially the satellite based601

XQC [34] and the balloon-based RRS [35], unexplored parameter space opens up even for fDM = 0.01. Some of this602

space (around 10 TeV) is now ruled out through this work. Stringent limits are also set for fDM = 10�4 and 10�6.603

As fDM gets more dilute, there is a drastic reduction in parameter space ruled out by existing direct detection (DD)604

experiments. However, 180mTa has a much slower drop-o↵ in cross-section owing to its unique ability to look for605

slowed down DM that has a large local number density.606
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FIG. 4: 90% credibility limits on the per-nucleon cross-section for DM that interacts strongly with nuclei from
lifetime limit of 180mTa corresponding to T1/2 > 1.3⇥ 1014 a are shown in red. Also shown are limits from existing

experiments adapted from [15] in gray. Projections for limits from an experiment that can measure
T1/2 > 1⇥ 1018 a in the (3a)+(3b) decay mode are shown in dashed orange and for T1/2 > 4⇥ 1019 a in the (3a)

only mode in dashed purple

2. Overview of decay modes607

Limits and Projections
Current: Future: 3(a)+3(b)                    3(a)

6

0.17% (Ge7) in this work to about 8.7% using 24 times
less tantalum. A half-life sensitivity of 3 · 1014 a can be
achieved for the same peak search within 6 months of
measurement using a single detector. Triggering on the
39.5 keV �-ray, the sensitivity increases to 9 · 1015 a for
the (2a) and (3a) decay modes due to the higher emis-
sion probability. Tantalum enriched to 5.5% 180Tam (as
used in [27]) would increase the sensitivity by a factor
of about 500 w.r.t. to the natural isotopic abundance
of 0.012%. A simple scaling of the search by running
e.g. 14 detectors and targets in sandwich configuration
(similar to the setup in [28]) as well as increasing the
measurement time to 3 years would increase the sensi-
tivity by another order of magnitude to 1 · 1018 a for
the 103.5 keV search (3a)+(3b) and 4 · 1019 a for the
39.5 keV search (3a), respectively. This would also allow
to test the theoretical half-life prediction of the �-decay
mode (2b) from [12]. The projected sensitivities for the
strongly interacting DM and inelastic DM are shown in
Fig. 3 for the (3a)+(3b) type search in dashed orange
and for the (3a) type search in dashed purple. The or-
ange lines have larger thresholds due to the additional
energy available for the (3b) scatter but lower sensitivity
due to the smaller branching ratio of the 103.5 keV �-ray.

Di↵erent detector technologies could be used to ad-
vance this search even further. Large area segmented
semi-conductor detectors with thin dead layers could be
used to maximize the detection e�ciency and background
rejection of the low energy �-rays from a tantalum foil
sandwiched in-between them [29, 30]. Another idea is
to operate a tantalum crystal as a cryogenic bolometer
below 100 mK [31]. In this target=detector approach,
the low energy �-rays do not have to escape the detector
and various crystal sizes are possible to fully optimize the
signal to background ratio.

The search for DM using these isomers could be im-
proved with additional experimental work that can re-
duce theoretical uncertainties. Theoretical estimates of
hindrance factors from [12] were used in this work to
account for the hitherto unmeasured transition matrix

element. This is an order of magnitude estimation which
could be more accurately determined by observing the
decay or through scattering with SM projectiles. Un-
til now, photons [32] and neutrons [33] have been used
to scatter with 180Tam to produce de-excitations, albeit
the interaction has always gone through a compound nu-
cleus/excited state, since both the photon/neutron can
be absorbed. Inelastic scattering with electrons which
have been used to estimate transition charge densities for
large �J transitions [34], could be repeated for 180mTa.
Additionally, the emission probability of the 103.5 keV
�-ray has a large uncertainty of 28%. While this uncer-
tainty is correctly taken into account in the prior proba-
bility of the Bayesian analysis, it would help future exper-
iments to determine the emission probability more pre-
cisely.
Furthermore, as pointed out in [10], interesting inelas-

tic DM parameter space can be probed using existing
samples of 178mHf and 137mBa produced as fission waste.
These searches require more sophisticated experimental
setups, but given the generic nature of the proposed
search and the demonstrated feasibility of the approach,
we believe that it would be opportune to perform such
searches in these isomers.
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semi-conductor detectors with thin dead layers could be
used to maximize the detection e�ciency and background
rejection of the low energy �-rays from a tantalum foil
sandwiched in-between them [29, 30]. Another idea is
to operate a tantalum crystal as a cryogenic bolometer
below 100 mK [31]. In this target=detector approach,
the low energy �-rays do not have to escape the detector
and various crystal sizes are possible to fully optimize the
signal to background ratio.

The search for DM using these isomers could be im-
proved with additional experimental work that can re-
duce theoretical uncertainties. Theoretical estimates of
hindrance factors from [12] were used in this work to
account for the hitherto unmeasured transition matrix

element. This is an order of magnitude estimation which
could be more accurately determined by observing the
decay or through scattering with SM projectiles. Un-
til now, photons [32] and neutrons [33] have been used
to scatter with 180Tam to produce de-excitations, albeit
the interaction has always gone through a compound nu-
cleus/excited state, since both the photon/neutron can
be absorbed. Inelastic scattering with electrons which
have been used to estimate transition charge densities for
large �J transitions [34], could be repeated for 180mTa.
Additionally, the emission probability of the 103.5 keV
�-ray has a large uncertainty of 28%. While this uncer-
tainty is correctly taken into account in the prior proba-
bility of the Bayesian analysis, it would help future exper-
iments to determine the emission probability more pre-
cisely.
Furthermore, as pointed out in [10], interesting inelas-

tic DM parameter space can be probed using existing
samples of 178mHf and 137mBa produced as fission waste.
These searches require more sophisticated experimental
setups, but given the generic nature of the proposed
search and the demonstrated feasibility of the approach,
we believe that it would be opportune to perform such
searches in these isomers.
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FIG. 4. Per-nucleon cross-section reach for di↵erent Isomeric
nuclei for corresponding exposure. Also shown are ”inelastic
frontier” limits from LZ/PANDAX and CRESST. The sensi-
tivity is derived assuming 3 detectable interactions per year.
These limits are for illustrative purposes only. Limits on con-
crete models with detection signature are displayed in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6

its from conventional detectors are strongest purely from
exposure considerations. Among these CRESST is dom-
inant due to having the heaviest element element used
in DD, tungsten (187W). However these limits disappear
altogether at �M� > 400 keV. Projections for limits from
metastable nuclei extend well above that, with the max-
imum splitting given by Eqn.(22). Potential limits from
178Hf are weak due to small mass of target but extend
the farthest in �M�. 180mTa could have only nominal im-
provements in the splitting due its modest energy split-
ting (77 keV). 177Lu and 137Ba have theoretically a good
reach in cross-section and should also be able to probe
splittings above 1 MeV.

In practice, the lifetime and scattering rate of the
excited state �2 will determine the feasibility of this
reach. These quantities, as well as the corresponding
elastic loop-induced scattering cross-section are model-
dependent, and will be considered for specific models
next.

A. Dark Photon Mediator

We start with the terms in the Lagrangian relevant to
the dark photon [21],

L � igD�2�
µ
�1A

0
µ
+ h.c +

1

2
✏F

0
µ⌫
F

µ⌫
. (26)

The di↵erential cross-section for inelastic scattering is
given by [7],

d�

dq2
=

4⇡↵↵D✏
2

(mA0)4v2
. (27)

where mA0 is the mass of the dark photon. This can be
substituted in Eqn.(8) to obtain the event rate.

FIG. 5. Reach for di↵erent Isomeric nuclei for dark pho-
ton DM model. Limits from LZ/PANDAX and CRESST do
not have any reach for �M� > 450keV. Also shown in gray
are loop constraints from LZ/Icecube and limits on the dark
photon mediator from BABAR and projections for Belle II
(dashed). Contours of constant mean-free-path for excited
DM in a conventional DM detector are also marked.

The elastic process at one loop level is given by [7] (see
also [22]),

�n,loop =
↵
2
D
↵
2
✏
4
m

4
n
f
2
q

⇡(mA0)6
, (28)

for mA0 > 100 MeV. For lower masses, there will be
coherence across the nucleus. This formula is rather ap-
proximate, and the hadronic matrix elements are esti-
mated to be fq ⇠ 0.1 [7].
The mass splitting considered are always smaller than

the mediator mass. The excited state can only decay
through an o↵-shell A0 to e

+
e
� if the splitting is above

threshold, or through 3� which is a loop process. Both
of these are highly suppressed. As a result some other
decay mechanism might be required to deplete the ex-
cited state in the first place. We will assume that excited
DM is long-lived on the detector scale. As a result, the
observable is either ground state decay (180mTa) or �

end-point (178mHf). For large statistics, we can also en-
vision placing the isomer in the vicinity of a conventional
DM detector. Thus if �1 transitions into �2 by scattering
with the isomer, it now has enough energy to deposit its
excess inside a conventional detector.
To this end we plot in Fig. 5 the reach for 3 scattering

events for various isomer target options as a function of
the dark photon model parameters i.e. the mixing ✏ vs
dark photon mass mA0 . Also shown are contours of the
subsequent mean-free-path of the excited state �2 in a
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and 106 (109) background events, together with constraints on dark matter interacting with a mas-
sive, ultralight dark photon. Also shown are cooling constraints from supernovae 1987A (brown,
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also show for comparison the “freeze-in” line along which DM obtains the correct relic density in
this model [4, 113]. The region at high cross sections is unconstrained from CMB measurements
if this DM particle only makes up a subdominant component (f� . 0.4%) of the total observed
DM abundance [70]; for comparison, we show the CMB constraint for a fractional abundance of
f� = 1% (blue line, “CMB (f� = 1%)”), in which case the entire region at high cross section is
disfavored [114]. For the Ne↵ constraints from the CMB and BBN, we assume that the dark gauge
coupling is sufficiently small to avoid the production of dark photons at early times; for large val-
ues of the dark gauge coupling, the bounds would be given by the thin blue and green lines (“BBN
Ne↵(⇤)” and “CMB Ne↵(⇤)”) [71].
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constitutes a fraction fm of the total DM energy density. The
mDM-baryon long-range interaction is controlled by the mDM
charge Q, which may or may not stem from the presence of a
new light mediator. The novelty in our setup is that the mDM
fraction also interacts with the remaining CDM component,
of mass mC, through a distinct long-range hidden interaction
controlled by the coupling gmgC. The same interaction also
induces a CDM self-interaction proportional to g

2

C. The two
long-range interactions of our setup imply the existence of one
or two new light mediators with masses below a keV, which
is the typical size of the exchange momentum in scattering
collisions during the cosmic dawn.

The long-range force between mDM and CDM opens up
the mDM parameter space at higher masses (up to mm .

200 GeV) and smaller dark matter fraction (down to fm &
10�8). This is because the cooling is now driven by the CDM
bath, with the mDM acting as a mediator between CDM and
the baryons. As we show in Sec. IV B, the CDM mass mC
must lie below a few GeV in order to have a large enough heat
capacity to cool the gas su�ciently.

The allowed parameter space of our framework is mostly de-
termined by ensuring that the mDM-baryon and mDM-CDM
couplings are consistent with CMB constraints, as discussed
in Sec. IV C. In Fig. 2, we show three contours on the mm – Q

plane where su�cient cooling of the baryonic bath is achieved
in our framework in order to explain the EDGES result for
fm = 10�4, 10�6 and 10�8. We have fixed mC = 10MeV
and gmgC; these two parameters can vary over a broad range

MCP parameter space

 1905.06348 Emken et al , 1908.06986 Liu et al 
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2.3 Bound state formation

3 Acceleration in LUNA

First let us estimate the plasma mass for large number densities,
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We model the accelerator tube as a 1mm radius 1 meter long tube. So
screening length is not a problem.

Given a Ethr required for detection, the flux seeping into the pipe that gets
accelerated to detectable energies is given by
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4 LUNA beam as an uncollider

Let us assume, that the relevant length where a dark matter signal can be seen
is L ⇠ 10cm and the total proton current Iprot = 1mA. Then the number of
proton dark matter collisions is,

�n�IprotL =
10�9

sec
f�⌘

�

10�25cm2

I

mA

L

10cm
(19)

5 Annihilations

In the vanilla dark matter scenario, the particle anti-particle pair can annihilate.
The annihilation cross-section into photons is given by,

�annv =
⇡✏2↵2

3m2
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3. Accelerator design considerations

The accelerator is an upgraded version of the in-line standard HVE
Singletron™ [8,9]. It is single-ended, i.e. it has an ion source and an
injector block located inside the accelerator tank in the high voltage
terminal. The power supply and the accelerator tube are placed on the
opposite ends of the terminal (Fig. 2). A high-pressure tank enclosing
the accelerator and power supply structure is filled up to 6 bar SF6. As
shown in the figure, the two sections of the accelerator tank are
asymmetric. For servicing, the second, largest part of the tank, in-
cluding its power supply, can be rolled backward, leaving the high
voltage terminal at its original position. In that position, there is full
access to the entire terminal. The ion source and the low-energy beam-
line can operate in open air at full extraction voltage, to facilitate easy
testing of the ECRIS during servicing.

The injector block consists of the low-energy beam transport

components, which includes an Einzel lens, a 30° analyzing magnet and
a resolving aperture to separate di!erent charge states and masses. The
analyzing magnet has a mass-energy product of 0.48MeV-AMU and a
mass resolution of about 20. The magnet is capable of resolving and
delivering beams of all masses; singly charged for light ions up to
16 AMU, 2+ charge states up to 32 AMU and 3+ charge states up to
48 AMU (at 30 keV) and so on.

The accelerator operates at a terminal voltage (TV) range of
300 kV–3.5MV, while the ion source can operate at 30 kV–40 kV. With
its 1mA current capability, the beam power can be as high as 3.5 kW.

4. Beam transport

Improvements have been made to enhance transmission, especially
towards low energy. Correct focusing of the ion beam at the entrance of
the acceleration tube is achieved by the combination of an Einzel lens

Fig. 1. 3D-CAD layout of the LUNA-MV Singletron system.

Fig. 2. 3D- model of the accelerator with the injector block visible.
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Confined dark sector forming blobs with large Nf 

fermions f   

Easily have large charge gblob >>1 under a  long 

range force A (mA ~ eV) 

Couple A to SM through neutron dipole moment

3

create a large enough neutron disappearance rate that would explain the bottle-beam discrepancy.

We show that the required dark matter density and cross-section that is consistent with all observational

constraints can be realized in models of composite dark matter. Specifically, we consider dark matter blobs

consisting of a large number of dark partons which results in a large dark charge under a long range force.

Low momentum scattering between this blob and the standard model via this long range (⇠ micron) fifth

force is coherently enhanced. This enhanced cross-section permits the blobs to be captured in the Earth. Due

to the large self-scattering between blobs, a small initial density of captured blobs can seed the capture of

additional blobs, resulting in rapid growth of blob density. In the range of parameters allowed by current

experimental constraints, this growth is only possible when there is a distribution of blob-masses i.e. we will

consider a small number of heavier blobs that stop and sink deeper into the Earth. Lighter blobs will scatter

o↵ these heavier blobs and get captured. Note that such a distribution in blob masses is to be expected in

composite dark matter scenarios, since composite systems generically produce such a distribution during “blob-

nucleosynthesis”. These blobs can then undergo the soft scattering needed to explain the lifetime of the trapped

neutrons. Experiments that probe terrestrial dark matter at larger momentum transfer such as cryogenics [8],

dilution refrigerators [9] and metastable isomers [10] are suppressed due to the momentum dependent form

factor for long range interactions or due to loss of coherence. With large cross-sections the thermalized dark

matter or atmospheric overburden slow incoming dark matter down to energies undetectable at even surface

experiments like SENSEI [11] or CRESST [12].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section II, we describe a simple model of the blob and in

section III describe its captured population on the Earth. In section IV, we evaluate the parameters necessary

to explain the lifetime of the trapped neutrons and in section V we discuss existing experimental limits on this

parameter space. Finally, we conclude in section VI where we discuss future experimental prospects to constrain

both this particular explanation for the trapped neutron lifetime and comment more generally on how these

kinds of dark matter phenomenology can be probed.

II. MODEL

We consider dark matter f with mass mf that is part of a strongly coupled sector that confines at a scale

⇤f ⇡ mf . The f particles are gauged under a vector A with mass mA with gauge coupling gf . The neutron

(or proton) is assumed to have a “dark electric dipole moment” with this vector.

L �
1

⇤
n̄�µ⌫�5F

µ⌫

A
n+ f̄(mf +D

µ

A
�µ)f +m

2

A
A

2 (1)

We assume ⇤ ⇠ 3 ⇥ 108GeV to be consistent with Supernova constraints [13, 14]. At temperatures below ⇤f ,

we assume that the dark sector forms blobs with charge gblob = Nfgf and mass mblob = Nfmf . We make the

simplifying assumption that all of f -type dark matter is in blobs. We do not need all of the dark matter to be

in these blobs - the fraction that is in blobs is denoted by fblob.

For fermions, stability of these blobs requires [15]

Nf . 1

g
3

f

=) Nfgf = gblob . 1

g
2
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=) g
3

blob
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2

f
=) Nf & g

3
2
blob

(2)

Let us assume Nf = �g

3
2
blob

. When � ' 1, the blob satisfies the above constraint. But, this is not a strict

constraint and it can be overcome by further model building, for instance, using a tuned long-range attractive
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Blobs have non-zero radius 
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force that cancels against the negative potential energy due to the vector A. For this reason, we take the above

bound to be a tuning line rather than a strict bound and will consider situations where � / 1, where the model

is tuned. Now,

⇤f ⇡ mf =
mblob

Nf

⇡
mblob

�g

3
2
blob

(3)

The size of this blob is

Rblob =
N

1
3
f

⇤D

=
�

4
3 g

2

blob

mblob

(4)

This gives a maximum momentum transfer,

qmax =
mblob

�
4
3 g

2

blob

(5)

above which coherent enhancement over the whole blob is lost.

III. CAPTURE

The dark matter blobs fall on Earth and a fraction gets captured if it slows down to velocities below the

escape velocity. At large charge gblob � 109 this could be due to scattering with rock, and at smaller charge

it needs to be aided by a secondary population of blobs with larger mass (and charge). Additional detail for

capture is presented in Appendix.A. For the remainder of this work, we assume that 100% of in-falling dark

matter is captured over the Earth’s history. The average dark matter density on Earth is,

hn
terr

DM
i =

⇡r
2

E

4

3
⇡r

3

E

n
vir

DM
vvir ⇡

1015

cm3

TE

1010year
fblob

GeV

mblob

(6)

Here rE ⇡ 6400km is the radius of the earth, nvir

DM
⇡

0.3

cm3 fblob
GeV

mblob
is number density of the virial population,

vvir ⇡ 300km/sec is the dark matter virial velocity and TE ⇡ 1010 year is the age of the Earth.

A. Thermalized GeV DM population

For the cross-sections we consider, capture initially occurs all over the Earth and is immediately followed

by thermalization; this initial density is expected to be uniform over the volume of the Earth. Subsequently

in-falling dark matter gets stopped by the first few layers of terrestrial DM. This thermalized dark matter

population has rms velocity vth ⇡
p

Troom/mblob with the temperature Troom ⇡ 300 K, the room temperature.

There is however subsequent di↵usion, with DM di↵using in time TE a distance,

Rdi↵ =
1

nblob�T

(nblob�T vthTE)
1
2 ⇡ 105km

mA

10eV

s
1014/cm3

nblob

✓
GeV

mblob

◆ 1
4

& RE (7)

Thus DM spreads all over the earth.

Temperature and density variations, as well as gravity can significantly modify the density profile on Earth.

This Jeans density njeans, was calculated in [16] and it was shown that DM with masses around 1 GeV have a

peaked distribution near the Earth’s surface. While DM lighter than 1 GeV evaporate, DM heavier than 1 GeV

sinks towards the Earth’s center. However the presence of self interactions can arrest sinking.
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create a large enough neutron disappearance rate that would explain the bottle-beam discrepancy.

We show that the required dark matter density and cross-section that is consistent with all observational

constraints can be realized in models of composite dark matter. Specifically, we consider dark matter blobs

consisting of a large number of dark partons which results in a large dark charge under a long range force.

Low momentum scattering between this blob and the standard model via this long range (⇠ micron) fifth

force is coherently enhanced. This enhanced cross-section permits the blobs to be captured in the Earth. Due

to the large self-scattering between blobs, a small initial density of captured blobs can seed the capture of

additional blobs, resulting in rapid growth of blob density. In the range of parameters allowed by current

experimental constraints, this growth is only possible when there is a distribution of blob-masses i.e. we will

consider a small number of heavier blobs that stop and sink deeper into the Earth. Lighter blobs will scatter

o↵ these heavier blobs and get captured. Note that such a distribution in blob masses is to be expected in

composite dark matter scenarios, since composite systems generically produce such a distribution during “blob-

nucleosynthesis”. These blobs can then undergo the soft scattering needed to explain the lifetime of the trapped

neutrons. Experiments that probe terrestrial dark matter at larger momentum transfer such as cryogenics [8],

dilution refrigerators [9] and metastable isomers [10] are suppressed due to the momentum dependent form

factor for long range interactions or due to loss of coherence. With large cross-sections the thermalized dark

matter or atmospheric overburden slow incoming dark matter down to energies undetectable at even surface

experiments like SENSEI [11] or CRESST [12].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section II, we describe a simple model of the blob and in

section III describe its captured population on the Earth. In section IV, we evaluate the parameters necessary

to explain the lifetime of the trapped neutrons and in section V we discuss existing experimental limits on this

parameter space. Finally, we conclude in section VI where we discuss future experimental prospects to constrain

both this particular explanation for the trapped neutron lifetime and comment more generally on how these

kinds of dark matter phenomenology can be probed.

II. MODEL

We consider dark matter f with mass mf that is part of a strongly coupled sector that confines at a scale

⇤f ⇡ mf . The f particles are gauged under a vector A with mass mA with gauge coupling gf . The neutron

(or proton) is assumed to have a “dark electric dipole moment” with this vector.

L �
1

⇤
n̄�µ⌫�5F

µ⌫

A
n+ f̄(mf +D

µ

A
�µ)f +m

2

A
A

2 (1)

We assume ⇤ ⇠ 3 ⇥ 108GeV to be consistent with Supernova constraints [13, 14]. At temperatures below ⇤f ,

we assume that the dark sector forms blobs with charge gblob = Nfgf and mass mblob = Nfmf . We make the

simplifying assumption that all of f -type dark matter is in blobs. We do not need all of the dark matter to be

in these blobs - the fraction that is in blobs is denoted by fblob.

For fermions, stability of these blobs requires [15]
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Let us assume Nf = �g

3
2
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. When � ' 1, the blob satisfies the above constraint. But, this is not a strict

constraint and it can be overcome by further model building, for instance, using a tuned long-range attractive
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Fig. 6.— Number density of HIDM at the Earth’s surface, nDM(R!), in the mDM!!es
11 plane.

Contours are labeled by log10(nDM/cm"3).

DM heavier than 10 GeV sinks 
DM lighter than 1 GeV evaporates  
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